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“Jewel and the Missing Key to the Vault of Souls”  
Fantasy, Magical Fiction a Hit with Young Adults 

 
Did You Know the Fae Kingdom Coexists 
with the Human Realm on Earth?  
 
There are two identical Earths. The fae live in 
one; humans the other. Within each realm are 
portals of passage to be traversed only on magi-
cal occasions. In the fae kingdom, souls of fair-
ies who die reside in the Vault of Souls under 
the castle. The vessels of the royals also hold 
the powers they are blessed with on the day 
they receive their wings—the 16th birthday. If a 
vessel is opened prior to a death, the magic of 
the power is stolen and absorbed by the thief. 
 
Two days before Jewel’s 16th birthday, the sa-

cred key on its golden chain is stolen from the king’s neck. Jewel’s birthday celebration 
is thrown into chaos. After getting her wings and her special power (communication with 
trees), Jewel attends a party to open gifts. The gift from her uncle is a pair of Pulchra 
avum, bird-like creatures known to be fierce warriors, named Miranda and Beecher. 
These intelligent creatures are Jewel’s constant companions; they hide in her clothes to 
protect her. 
 
After the party, Jewel meets her best friend Ember in their secret hiding place in an an-
cient oak tree. Unbeknownst to either girl, it is a portal and Jewel, Beecher and Miranda 
disappear into the world of humans. Everything looks the same, yet different. The hu-
man world’s tree whispers to her, gives her the ability to speak the human language and 
tells her that the key thief is also in the human world. She also learns that only she can 
pass through this tree because of her special powers. 
 
Jewel meets Samantha, who takes her in and brings her to school where Ethan be-
comes her first love. Jewel feels responsible for finding the key, so this fact, and love for 
Ethan keep her from returning to her worried family and Ember. After a series of unu-
sual events that include kidnapping, outrageous driving, danger to Beecher and Mi-
randa, and, a father who beats his son, Jewel arrives back at the portal.   
 
Will the portal be closed forever or will Jewel go back to save Ethan? Find out in Jewel 
and the Missing Key to the Vault of Souls, published by new72media. 
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About Sharon Loeff 
Sharon Loeff is a businesswoman, author and artist who also enjoys hiking the wilder-
ness in search of nature’s beauty. In 1980, she formed the first of several companies, 
Pushcarts, Inc. in Boston. The launch of that company started a career in retail design 
and consulting that has taken her around the world. As a consultant she launched com-
panies like Tupperware and Avon into mainstream retail venues. Sharon Loeff Designs, 
her jewelry company, started in 2007 in Las Vegas. After a thirty-year hiatus, Sharon re-
turned in 2009 to her early passions for art and writing when she began writing a novel 
and entered paintings in a juried art show in Peoria, Arizona. The mother of two grown 
daughters, Sharon lives in Scottsdale with husband Tom, several dogs and a roadrun-
ner named Seymour who eats worms out of the palm of her hand. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

new72media author Sharon Loeff is available for interviews, speaking engagements and 
events. Please contact Francine Raften at 503-720-2034 or francine@new72media.com. 

new72media is an organization whose goal is to pro-
vide a global platform for individuals from all over the 
world, representing the Greater Collective, to connect, 
co-create and collaborate and share their message 
with others, aiding in the eXpansion of high vibrational 
thought, intention, acceptance, and healing of the 
world. This is accomplished via specific branches 
within new72media including Directory of The Collec-
tive, Portal of Awareness, Publishing, Branding, 
Events and Radio.  

The ancient number 72 (7+2=9) carries the vibration of light—the kind of light that is able to 
shine beyond any dark corners of the reality we create, and illuminate a new kind of media.  The 
intention of new72media is to collaborate with a collective composed of individuals who honor 
the frequencies and vibrations of integrity, respect, honesty and trust.  
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